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We explore several exciting projects that could be achieved by Full-Sky Astro-
metric Mapping Explorer (FAME), or similar astrometric satellites, by including
a limited number of faint objects (15 < R . 18) in its observing list, that is,
by going beyond the current R < 15 limit. Observing some 50,000 quasars will
improve the denition of the reference frame in each direction from 17 µas yr−1 to
8 µas yr−1, allowing the proper motion of the Galactic center (the reflex motion
of the Sun) to be determined with an accuracy of 0.1%. It will also allow preci-
sion tests of non-axisymmetry of the Galaxy and very accurate proper motions
of the Magellanic Clouds. Quasar observations also oer a powerful check on
any unmodeled parallax systematics. Observing proper motions of 30,000 faint
eld blue horizontal branch (BHB) stars will allow stellar halo rotation to be
mapped to beyond 35 kpc with errors of a few km s−1. Halo substructures pro-
ducing clumps in the velocity space will be detectable to 10 kpc. In the Solar
neighborhood, including objects with R > 15 will increase the number of good
(< 10%) parallaxes of late M-dwarfs (MV > 14) by the factor of eight over the
R < 15 sample, and provide distances of some 30 L-dwarfs. Similarly, FAME
could obtain parallaxes of good quality for 2400 white dwarfs, a six-fold increase
over the R < 15 sample. These parallaxes will yield precise mass and luminosity
functions. Inclusion of faint late-M dwarfs also increases the number of detectable
brown dwarf companions by a factor of 10. We also show how candidate quasars,
BHB stars, and nearby stars could be selected from existing and planned sur-
veys. We estimate the total number of candidates to be about 500,000, inclusion
of which would take up only 1% of FAME input catalog, equivalent to changing
the completeness limit of its main (R < 15) survey by a mere 0.03 mag.
Subject headings: astrometry|Galaxy: fundamental parameters|Galaxy: halo
|reference systems|stars: late-type|white dwarfs
1. Introduction
1.1. Astrometry of Large Ensembles of Objects
Astrometry has traditionally dealt with relatively small numbers of objects, as each po-
sitional measurement of each target required substantial observational eort. This situation
was made worse by the severe restrictions on the precision of individual measurements set
by the turbulence in the Earth’s atmosphere. Launching telescopes into space eliminates the
problem of atmospheric scintillation, and since such dedicated space telescopes scan the sky
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continuously, they allow great numbers of targets to be observed repeatedly, thus ultimately
achieving very high levels of astrometric precision. The rst such satellite, Hipparcos (ESA
1997), observed most of the V < 8 stars, and some to V = 12. The release of its catalog
of 120,000 stars with positional, parallax and proper motion errors of  1 mas had a great
impact on many elds of astronomy.
While some astrometric measurements of individual objects are interesting in their own
right, often the primary interest is statistical: individual astrometric measurements can be
combined to derive with greater precision a property that is believed to be shared by all
the objects in some class. Consider the determination of some property P that has intrinsic
scatter of σ0. Also assume that the objects that exhibit this property are homogeneously
distributed in space (their numbers scale with the volume being probed: N / d3), whereas
the accuracy of astrometric measurements of each of these objects usually degrades with the
square of distance, σ1 / d2. Thus, in obtaining σP , the measured accuracy of P derived from
many individual measurements (σ1), we rst include the closer objects, and then the farther




















where we treate the arguments of the sum as a continuous function, and d0 is the distance
at which the astrometric error of an individual object becomes equal to the intrinsic scatter

















/ N−1/6; (dlim  d0). (3)
Therefore, there is generally little advantage to probing much beyond dlim  2d0.
In this paper we ask: what can be accomplished with the next generation of astromet-
ric satellites, specically Full-Sky Astrometric Mapping Explorer (FAME) [scheduled launch:
October 2004], if pushed substantially beyond its R = 15 completeness limit2 for a \small"
O(105−106) subset of its input catalog. We nd that there are several exciting astrophysical
problems that can be tackled with this statistical approach by pushing FAME beyond its
2 Throughout this paper we will use R magnitude instead of V to describe FAME performance and
therefore the completeness limit. FAME’s astrometric band more closely approximates R than V (see x2.)
Also, the input catalog will be based on CCD magnitudes close to R.
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previously recognized limits. Our considerations will be both theoretical, assessing the meth-
ods and scientic benet of the suggested projects and thus applicable to any space-based
astrometry mission, and practical, dealing with the ways of selecting the targets for FAME.
We will also give estimates of FAME’s performance regarding these projects. We specically
recognize the requirement that the list of objects that FAME will observe (the input catalog)
must be dened before the mission is launched and that the inclusion of additional, R > 15
objects, should not greatly change the predened size of this input catalog.
With the recognition of FAME’s faint capability, we also suggest the expansion of the
input catalog to include all additional objects for which useful parallaxes can be obtained.
We discuss the selection of these nearby objects and their approximate number. Finally, we
suggest proper motion as an additional criterion in constructing the input catalog, besides
the star’s magnitude.
1.2. FAME and Other Astrometry Satellites
FAME (USNO 1999) is a member of a new generation of astrometric satellites that
exploit the same basic principle of the scanning telescope, employed rst by Hipparcos. It is
a NASA mission, currently under construction, being operated by United States Naval Ob-
servatory (USNO). Its design specications promise twenty-fold improvement in astrometric
precision over Hipparcos in the 5 < R < 10 range, down to 0.5 mas precision at the survey
limit of R = 15. Its aim is to obtain astrometry, as well as photometry in two Sloan bands (r0
and i0), of  4107 stars, over a 5 yr planned mission duration. The proposed German-built
satellite DIVA would have similar scope, but several times less precise astrometry.
Still another all-sky survey astrometry satellite, GAIA, will obtain an order of magnitude
better performance than FAME and will observe some 2 109 objects to V = 18. However,
GAIA will not be launched until 6-8 years after FAME. To be launched at approximately
the same time as GAIA is the Space Interferometry Mission (SIM), which will be yet more
precise, but will observe a limited number ( 40, 000) of targets, precluding the kind of
statistical studies that we analyze here.
It has been generally considered that FAME is not capable of undertaking projects that
require observing faint (R > 15) objects and that such projects must wait for either GAIA or
SIM. In this paper we will argue that FAME astrometry is still useful past R = 15, possibly
to R  18 or fainter. And at this faint magnitude we expect reasonably good end-of-mission
astrometry of 4.0 mas. The proper-motion accuracy at R = 18 will then be 2.8 mas yr−1.
The precision is even better for late-type stars of given R magnitude, as their optical flux is
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dominated by red light to which FAME astrometric CCDs are sensitive. For these stars the
often quoted performance in V band does not aptly describe the achievable precision (for
details see Olling 2001).
1.3. Science with FAME
The most prominent scientic returns expected from FAME as outlined in USNO (1999)
include direct and precise luminosity calibrations of two important standard candles, RR
Lyraes and Cepheids, as well as luminosity calibration of subdwarfs of all metallicities which
would permit better determinations of distances and ages of globular clusters. Astrometric
signatures of sub-stellar companions are expected for some nearby stars. Kinematics of
signicant portions of the Galaxy will allow better characterization of both dark and visible
matter.
However, if we recognize FAME’s faint capability, there are several additional very
interesting projects that become feasible. They mostly rely on a large number of low signal-
to-noise measurements. Examples of this type of projects are: xing of the quasar reference
frame, rotation of the Galactic halo, measuring the Sun’s motion about the Galactic center,
kinematics of halo substructures and halo streams, proper motion of the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC), dwarf spheroidals and globular clusters, and motion of
the Local Standard of Rest (LSR). Additionally, good (< 10%) parallaxes can be obtained
for many individual faint nearby stars (mostly dim stars and sub-stellar objects).
Since the projects that we suggest rely on a faint capability that is beyond the FAME
design specications, one might deem our agenda to be too optimistic. While this might
turn out to be true, we nonetheless see no reason to restrict ourselves to the original mission
goals, especially having in mind that the inclusion of on the order of 105 to 106 additional
faint objects in the  4 107-object input catalog will in no way aect the original mission
objectives, while oering potentially huge benets. Since the input catalog should be nalized
approximately nine months before the launch (S. Urban 2001, private communication), we
think this is a timely occasion to draw the attention of the astronomical community to this
capability, both in terms of exploring what other projects are feasible, and in identifying the
selection methods that will be required to build the target list.
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2. Astrometric Performance of FAME
Generically, one expect three regimes of precision for an astrometric satellite: system-
atics limited, photon limited, and read-noise limited, for bright, middle, and faint stars
respectively. Here, our focus is on the latter two regimes, where the astrometric errors
should scale as σ / flux−1/2 and σ / flux−1, respectively. The one-dimensional positional





100.2(m−15)[1 + cRN100.4(m−15)]1/2, (4)
where we have scaled the mission duration to 5 yr, and magnitude to m = 15, and where
m is FAME astrometric-band magnitude (in Vega system), corresponding to FAME CCD
throughput (550-850 nm). Since this a non-standard magnitude, we need relations between
it and some standard magnitude { for example, as a function of star’s color or temperature.
We nd that these corrections are very small for the standard R band (λ0 = 658 nm, FWHM
= 138 nm). They are within 0.1 mag for stars ranging from O to late-F, and within 0.2 mag
for all but the coolest stars (for an 2500 K, M7 dwarf, R−m = 0.27). This is why throughout
this paper we refer to R magnitude (and not V , for example) to describe FAME sensitivity.
Corrections to convert V to m for stars of dierent temperatures are given in Olling (2001).
Equation 4 contains two constants that need to be determined: the normalization factor










where a is the pixel size on the sky, N15 is number of photoelectrons produced by an m = 15
star, n is number of measurements (visits) of an object during t = 5 yr, and RN is read-noise
in electrons. We nd the numerical values in equation (5) by modeling the flux discretization
on the CCD chip with a point spread function (PSF) of the sinc2 form with central maximum
to rst minimum width of 1 pixel. The PSF is then smeared out with the boxcar function of
1.45 pixels to account for imperfections in the CCD scanning rate. We emphasize that we
are using specications of the descoped version of FAME. It diers from the design in USNO
(1999) by having a primary mirror of two times smaller surface area, and an integration time
that is
p
2 larger. Thus, in this paper we assume a = 0.00291, N15 = 1211 e− for an A0V
(Vega-like) star and 550-850 nm CCD throughput3 with net quantum eciency (including
3 The CCD throughput that we consider here (550-850 nm) is different from the originally planned one
USNO (1999) that included blue photon sensitivity (400-900 nm). The original throughput yielded twice as
many photons for A0V stars compared to the current design.
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transmission losses) of 50%, and n = 1982. Read-noise of RN = 12.2 e− is assumed. We
obtain coecients
σ0 = 240 µas; cRN = 1.063. (6)
Corrections to convert V to m for stars of dierent temperatures are given in Olling (2001).
In the rest of the paper we will use equations (4) through (6) to describe FAME’s astro-
metric performance, although more detailed modeling may slightly modify the normalization
σ0. The read-noise becomes comparable to photon noise at R  15, but useful accuracies
are achieved well beyond this point. So, for example, at R = 15, the 1-D positional accuracy
is σ = 0.34 mas, and at R = 17 it is σ = 1.67 mas.







thus, for a 5-yr mission FAME achieves the 1-D proper motion accuracies of σµ = 0.24 mas yr
−1
at R = 15, and σµ = 1.16 mas yr
−1 at R = 17. Parallax accuracies depend on the ecliptic
latitude of the object, and range from σpi = σ at the ecliptic poles to σpi =
p
2σ on the
ecliptic, again assuming uniform sampling. Since there will be some times of the year when
no observations are carried out, the actual parallax precision will not be given as simply,
and will be somewhat worse. Murison (2001) uses a realistic scanning law and nds that on
average σpi ’ 1.43σ (see also Olling 2001), which we will use here.
3. Quasar Reference Frame
In order to be able to translate relative proper motions to absolute ones, the reference
frame must be \anchored" to a quasi-inertial frame: FAME must observe a number of objects
that have essentially no proper motion, and whose light prole is stellar, or objects that move
but whose absolute proper motion is known with great precision. With the roughly 100
quasars that fall within FAME’s survey limits, the frame can be xed only with a precision
of  19 µas yr−1 (in one direction).
Further renement of the rotation of the FAME frame is possible by including in the
input catalog quasars (or quasar candidates) with R > 15. The precise xing of the reference
frame is important as it allows the motion of certain populations of stars to be determined
with much greater accuracy, especially increasing the fractional accuracy for slow-moving
populations. Such measurements will be described in more detail in the xx4.1. and 4.4. Of
perhaps even greater general importance, measuring the ‘parallaxes’ of objects that actually
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have no measurable parallaxes, such as quasars, oers a unique check on any unmodeled or
unknown systematics that might aect the spacecraft while taking data, or anywhere later
in the data reduction process.
The precision of the frame xing depends on the number, distribution on the sky, and
apparent brightness of the quasars that FAME will observe. Let n^k = (n^1, n^2, n^3)k, the unit
vector toward the k-th quasar, be given in the rectangular Galactic coordinates, with the









; i, j = 1, 2, 3 (8)
where σµ is given by equation (7) and depends on the quasar’s apparent magnitude, and δij
is the Kronecker delta. Then the reference frame accuracies along x, y, and z axes are given
as square root of the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix c = b−1.
3.1. Quasar (Candidate) Selection
In order to implement the frame xing, one must specify how to build the quasar sample
that FAME will observe and what is the number of quasars or quasar candidates in this list.
The number of objects is important because we want to maximize the scientic gain (precision
of the frame) without taking up too great a part of FAME input catalog.
Ideally, one would like to include all quasars in the sky down to some limiting magnitude.
Obviously, with a 100% complete survey we always gain maximum astrometric signal with
the least number of objects. Unfortunately the currently known sample of quasars Veron-
Cetty & Veron (2000) (hereafter VV00) is complete only to R  14.5. Completeness drops
to about 50% only a magnitude fainter, and is less than 10% at R  18. (The completeness
was assessed with respect to QSO sky densities as given by Hartwick & Schade (1990). Here,
and in the rest of the paper we use mean quasar colors of B−V = 0.25 and V −R = 0.25 to
conveniently convert between B magnitudes used in Hartwick & Schade (1990), the mostly
V magnitudes used in VV00, and our R magnitudes.)
Fortunately, there are several surveys underway that will discover new quasars over
wide areas of sky. Specically, we are interested in assessing what quasars will be known
at the time when the FAME input catalog has to be nalized, in late 2003. It should be
emphasized (S. Urban 2001, private communication) that adding new targets once FAME
is launched is possible on case-by-case basis, but not on the massive scale needed for these
projects, so one must produce the object list beforehand. We also stress that the \quasar"
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list can actually be comprised of quasar candidates, i.e. no spectroscopic conrmation is
required at the time of catalog compilation (note that on-orbit culling of the list is also
possible). It is only when the data are reduced at the end of the mission that spurious
objects must be eliminated so that their systematic motion does not corrupt the frame. For
quasar candidates that will not have their spectra taken, FAME’s measurements of proper
motion will serve as a criterion to eliminate white dwarf contamination. For blue horizontal
branch stars which are much farther away than the white dwarfs and have typical proper
motion on the order of measurement accuracy, the dierence (u0−g0)  1.0 of color indices
between them and quasars can be used if u0 photometry is available. Otherwise, quasars can
be distinguished from blue stars by their K-band excess. Quasars are also indicated by their
variability which is dierent from that of RR Lyr stars. Eventually, the contamination needs
to be < 1% in order not to degrade the frame accuracy. For any quasars candidates that
lack spectroscopic conrmation and are therefore potential contaminants, one can decrease
their eects on frame degradation by assigning them dierent weights in the t, based on
the probability of them being quasars constrained from all available (radio, optical, IR, UV,
and X-ray) information.
One survey that might produce an all-sky sample of quasars virtually complete to beyond
R = 19 is the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX). GALEX is an imaging and spectroscopy
space mission operating in the UV (130-300 nm) region. It will perform slitless spectroscopy
of 105 galaxies and 104 quasars and obtain all-sky two-band UV photometry of 107 galaxies
and 106 quasars. The two-band photometry itself will be enough to conrm the AGN-
like spectral energy distribution, and thus distinguish quasars from stellar objects (mostly
white dwarfs, and A-colored halo stars) (B. Peterson 2001, private communication). With
the launch scheduled for January 2002, the results of the all-sky GALEX survey might be
complete approximately at the time when the FAME input catalog is to be nalized (C.
Martin 2001, private communication), but at the moment that remains a major uncertainty.
Hence it is prudent to determine what can be done in the absence of GALEX data.
We expect most of the good quasar candidates to come from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(York et al. 2000, SDSS). SDSS will also be essentially complete to beyond R = 19, and will
perform photometry in ve bands which should be very eective (70% or higher, Richards et
al. 2001) in selecting the quasar candidates. More importantly, it will provide spectroscopic
conrmation for almost all of the bright (by SDSS standards) candidates that are relevant
for FAME. However, SDSS is not an all-sky survey |it covers the north polar cap (b . 30),
and 3 strips totaling 700 deg2 in the south polar cap, and therefore it cannot substitute
for GALEX. Again, the issue of the status of SDSS and the availability of its data at the
time required for FAME is important. The current estimate (D. Weinberg 2001, private
communication) is that 1/2 of the northern cap and all of the southern strips will be available.
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The observing list will be further augmented by quasars found in two southern strips
(750 deg2 total) that make the 2dF Quasar Survey (Boyle et al. 2000, 2QZ), where we expect
to get all quasars with R > 16.5. Another wide-coverage sky survey being undertaken is the
FIRST Bright Quasar Survey (White et al. 2000, FBQS), in which quasars are selected by
matching pointlike radio sources from FIRST to stellar-like objects with quasar colors found
in Schmidt optical survey plates. The FIRST sky coverage coincides with that of SDSS so
we might expect some additional candidates from the half of the northern cap that will not
be available from SDSS in late 2003. The detection eciency of FBQS is comparatively low
( 25%), so it cannot fully substitute for the lack of SDSS coverage.
We also consider the possibility of selecting quasar candidates in regions that will not
be covered by SDSS or 2QZ (50% of the northern (b > 30) cap and 85% of the southern
(b < −30) cap.) To this end we investigate using the Two-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS)
Point Source Catalog (PSC). Barkhouse & Hall (2001) have shown, using the 2nd Incremental
Release of 2MASS PSC (covering  50% of the whole sky), that 2MASS counterparts of the
VV00 quasars occupy a distinct part in the (BUSNO − J) vs. (J −Ks) color-color diagram.
The (J −Ks) color of matched quasars is redder than that of stars, while (BUSNO− J) color
is moderately blue compared to the stellar range (both BUSNO and RUSNO magnitudes in
2MASS come from USNO-A2.0 catalog (Monet 1998), which is based on rst generation
sky survey plates). How ecient can 2MASS potentially be in detecting quasars to some
apparent magnitude? In order to determine this, we simply compared the number of 2MASS-
matched VV00 quasars to a complete VV00 sample (corrected for 2MASS sky coverage) in
dierent magnitude bins. We nd that 2MASS is basically 100% complete for V < 17.5, and
its completeness drops to 50% around V  18.5. Therefore, 2MASS would appear to be a
good place to nd quasars. The main problem, however, is that even when selecting only
2MASS objects away from the Galactic plane that have colors typical of quasars and are away
from the stellar locus, and have proper motions (inferred from the distance between 2MASS
objects and their USNO A2.0 counterpart) consistent with zero, the stellar contamination is
still quite high. We will return to this problem shortly.
3.2. Reference Frame Accuracy
In order to calculate the frame precision (except for VV00) we simulate observations
from a mock R > 14.5 quasar catalog with an apparent magnitude distribution according
to Hartwick & Schade (1990), and including a simple model of Galactic extinction. For the
bright (R 6 14.5) end of quasars we use the actual VV00, since we found it to be complete
in that magnitude range. In fact, in this bright part, we remove objects from VV00 that do
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not have a stellar appearance, although FAME could possibly make good measurements of
some non-pointlike AGN that exhibit signicant nucleus-host contrast. Intrinsic photocenter
variation is ignored since it is considerably smaller than the astrometric precision for the great
majority of quasars.
In Figure 1, on the left-hand axis, we show the accuracy of the reference frame achieved
in the z-direction if dierent surveys are included and observed by FAME to some limiting R
magnitude. Next to each line we place labels indicating the approximate number of objects
brighter than that point. We use equation (8) to calculate the frame accuracy. The short-
dashed line shows what frame accuracy is achieved if only VV00 quasars are used. This is
roughly equivalent to asking what quasars FAME would be able to observe if it flew now.
One can see that the accuracy does not improve much beyond R = 17. The VV00 sample
includes 1800 quasars to R = 17 and produces σz = 14.2 µas yr
−1, while including 5000
quasars to R = 18 gives only a slightly better accuracy. Better results are obtained when
we include the quasars that SDSS will identify by late 2003, plus those from the 2QZ and
FBQS surveys. They are shown with the long-dashed line. In this calculation, for regions
not covered or ineciently covered by SDSS, 2QZ and FBQS we keep the VV00 quasars.
With these surveys FAME can get progressively better result as fainter and fainter quasar
candidates are included. At R = 17, with 2500 quasar candidates (and assuming they are all
actually quasars) one could get σz = 13.8 µas yr
−1. If the systematics allow photometry of
R = 19 objects (71,000 quasars total), the achieved precision becomes 11.6 µas yr−1. The full
line, which we can also consider an ideal case, shows how the quasars detected by GALEX
could constrain the frame accuracy. We exclude from the calculation GALEX quasars within
10 of the Galactic plane, as these will be dicult to distinguish by FAME. At R = 17, with
only 5100 quasars, FAME already reaches σz = 11.0 µas yr
−1, which improves to 8.6 µas yr−1
at R = 18 and 40,000 quasars, and could ultimately reach 7.1 µas yr−1 at R = 19, using some
270,000 quasars.
As mentioned earlier, one can in principle improve over the situation caused by the
possible absence of GALEX data and the incomplete sky coverage of SDSS to be available
in late 2003 by including quasar candidates selected using 2MASS. However, due to non-
negligible stellar contamination in color and proper-motion selected objects from 2MASS,
improvements in the frame accuracy are possible only at the cost of including many more
objects in the input catalog. In Figure 1 we show with two circled crosses the improvement
in frame accuracy by including in the input catalog quasar candidates selected from 2MASS
that have RUSNO magnitudes less than 17.0 and 18.0 respectively, lie in north and south
polar caps with the radius of 60, centered 10 away from the Galactic poles (in order to
reduce stellar contamination from the bulge), have proper motions consistent with zero, and
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satisfy the color selection criteria
0.2 < BUSNO − J 6 1.8; J −Ks > 0.6 + 0.2(BUSNO − J). (9)
This color selection is chosen to maximize quasar detections ( 70% detection eciency),
while keeping the number of stellar contaminants as small as possible. We estimate that
 2% of the candidates selected in this way are the actual quasars.
We nd that by including 460,000 2MASS candidates to RUSNO = 17 one can achieve
frame accuracy of σz = 11.0 µas yr
−1, and with 960,000 candidates to RUSNO = 18 reach
σz = 10.5 µas yr
−1. It is possible that by adopting some dierent color criteria, or by avoiding
parts of the sky with particularly high stellar contamination, the improvements similar to
these can be achieved at a somewhat smaller cost in terms of number of candidates.
Frame accuracy in the x and y directions is 10% better than in the z direction for the
GALEX sample, regardless of magnitude. For all other surveys the x and y accuracy is 13%
better at R = 16 increasing linearly to 20% at R = 19. Accuracy in the z direction is in all
cases the worst, because there are fewer quasars close to the Galactic plane.
We previously mentioned that measuring quasar positions can serve as a check on the
systematics of the satellite accuracy. Say, for example, that there is some unmodeled annual
eect that changes the basic angle between the two elds of view of FAME. This would cause
false parallaxes in the certain regions of the sky. One can independently check this is by
observing objects with no parallax, like quasars. On the right-hand side axis of Figure 1 we
note values of the accuracy of parallax systematics in 1 steradian of the sky obtainable with
dierent quasar samples. (We assume that for the random direction positional accuracy is
approximately proportional to z-direction proper motion accuracy. See previous paragraph.)
The precision (45 - 75 µas) is adequate to allow detection of systematic eects that are of
the order of the mission’s best statistical errors.
In addition to astrometry, observing quasars with continuous photometric sampling at
an average rate of 1 day−1, will permit variability studies with 12% precision per observation
at R = 16.
4. Kinematics of the Galaxy
4.1. Proper Motion of the Galactic Center and the Motion of the LSR
Proper motion of the Galactic center is the reflex of the Sun’s motion around it. Assum-
ing that the compact radio source Sgr A* is at rest with respect to the dynamic center of the
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Galaxy, which the huge mass of a black hole associated with it suggests, radio astrometry
of Sgr A* by Backer & Sramek (1999) and Reid, Readhead, Vermeulen, & Treuhaft (1999)
yields µGC = −6.2  0.2 mas yr−1 and µGC = −5.9  0.4 mas yr−1, respectively. While not
discrepant, these two measurements imply that the proper motion is known to only 5%. By
measuring proper motions of great number of bulge stars that are part of the main survey
mission (R < 15), the statistical error of the mean proper motion will almost vanish, and the
ensuing precision of the proper motion of the Galactic center will be limited by the preci-
sion with which the reference frame rotation is known. In the previous section we described
scenarios in which FAME would be able to determine the frame rotation to, say, 7µas yr−1.
This would therefore allow the proper motion of the galactic center to be determined to
0.1%, a fty-fold improvement over the current situation.
Since µGC = V/R0, where the velocity V = 0 + V is the sum of the rotation speed of
the Local Standard of Rest (LSR) and Sun’s motion with respect to it, and R0 is the distance
to the Galactic center, the proper motion constrains the ratio of these quantities. Since the
FAME measurements will practically eliminate statistical uncertainty in µGC and V, and
the uncertainty in R0 which is currently around 5% might eventually go below 1% (Salim &
Gould 1999), FAME would be able to determine 0 with 2 km s
−1 accuracy. Measuring the
value of the Milky Way’s rotation curve at the Solar circle with such accuracy will improve
estimates of its dynamical mass. One will also be able to put constraints on the possible
motion of LSR perpendicular to the Galactic plane. Such motion might be the result of the
triaxiality of dark halo. Binney (1995) predicts µGC ,? = 27 mas yr−1, assuming ellipticity
 = 0.07. While today’s measurements cannot measure this eect at all, with the frame
xed by faint quasars, FAME would be able to measure it with 25% accuracy. Other types
of non-axisymmetry, like the Galactic bar, could also be explored to better accuracy in this
way.
If the radio measurements of Sgr A* eventually reach comparable precision, it will be
possible to test with high precision the premise that Sgr A* represents the dynamical center
of the Galaxy by comparing the Sgr A* proper motion to proper motion of bulge stars by
FAME. This is essentially free of possible systematic eects in the direction perpendicular
to the Galactic plane.
4.2. Rotation of the Galactic Halo
Studies of the Galactic halo shed light on the formation of our galaxy. Kinematics of
the stellar halo is an important indicator of the formation mechanisms involved. Some of the
more recent studies that derive the halo velocity ellipsoid in the inner halo include Layden et
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al. (1996) who used low-metallicity RR Lyraes, and Gould & Popowski (1998) who used low-
metallicity RR Lyraes as well as other low-metallicity stars. Gould & Popowski (1998) derive
halo rotation in prograde direction of 34.3 8.7 km s−1 with respect to the Galactic frame.
This estimate, which assumes that the Sun’s velocity in the Galactic plane is 232 km s−1 in
the prograde direction, applies to halo stars within 3 kpc.
FAME will be able to greatly improve the range, the resolution and the accuracy of
halo velocity ellipsoid, thus allowing one to see any gradient in motion. FAME will be able
to do this by observing many faint blue horizontal branch stars in various directions of the
sky. Horizontal branch stars are especially favorable for mapping purposes as their nearly
constant luminosity permits a relatively precise estimate of their distances.
Candidate blue horizontal branch stars (BHB stars) can be eectively selected from
multi-band photometry. This was recently demonstrated by Yanny et al. (2000) using SDSS
u0g0r0 photometry. Their study showed that A-colored stars (A-stars) trace huge substruc-
tures in the halo. Unfortunately, other types of blue stars, those with main sequence gravity
(mostly eld blue stragglers (BS)), have similar colors as BHB stars, and it is not clear
whether distinguishing between these two populations can be done based on photometry
alone. Mixing these two types of stars that have very dierent absolute magnitudes (and
with BS luminosities likely having a strong metallicity dependence as well) makes it dicult
to use them as distance indicators. One certain way of distinguishing any individual star
is by measuring the widths of Balmer lines that indicate surface gravity (BHB stars have
lower surface gravity and narrower lines). However, spectroscopy will not be available in the
majority of cases, and we must consider other methods. The stars of the two population
with same apparent magnitudes lie at dierent distances, so they will on average exhibit
dierent proper motions. It is this feature that we will use to distinguish between BS and
BHB-star populations.
BHB stars with R < 15 will already be included in the FAME input catalog. In the 1/2
of the north polar cap for which SDSS data will be available one can employ color criteria
similar to those used by Yanny et al. (2000). Selecting stars with 15 < r < 18 (for blue
stars SDSS r is quite close to R), and with dereddened colors
−0.3 < g − r < 0.1 0.8 < u − g < 1.5 (10)
we derive a surface density of A-stars in the  500 deg2 of SDSS Early Release Data (EDR)
of  4.2 deg−2. This implies that approximately 20,000 BHB star candidates will come
from SDSS. For the rest of the northern cap and the entire southern cap, one can try to
retrieve BHB candidates from some other all-sky catalog. We perform this exercise using
USNO-A2.0, although the Guide Star Catalog 2 (GSC-2), which will have better calibrated
photometry, will be better suited. Since in the case of USN0-A2.0 we have at our disposal
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only two-band photometry which is quite crude (color error of  0.4 mag), we need to
estimate the eciency of getting A-star candidates given some level of contamination from
the many times more numerous turn-o stars. To do this we matched SDSS EDR A-stars to
USNO-A2.0 objects and identied them on the USNO-A2.0 color-magnitude diagram (CMD)
of all stars within the SDSS EDR sky coverage. SDSS selected A-stars in this CMD lie on
the blue side, as expected, but are not clearly separated from the turn-o star locus. Since
USNO-A2.0 provides only single color to select with, the blue portion of the USNO-A2.0
CMD also contains white dwarf and quasar contaminants, as well as turn-o stars. In the
case of SDSS selection these quasars and white dwarfs were eliminated using the u−g color.
Although in the present context WDs and QSOs are considered as contaminants, including
them in the input catalog is useful for other aspects of this project. As stated previously,
QSOs can be distinguished by their K-band excess, while WDs will stand out by their much
higher proper motions.
The locus of both the turn-o stars and the SDSS selected A-stars in the USNO-A2.0
CMD is tilted with the slope corresponding to line
BUSNO − RUSNO = a− 0.15RUSNO (11)
where a is the zero point of the line. Now we can count the number of 15 < RUSNO < 18
USNO-A2.0 stars left (blue-ward) of this line as we shift this line red-ward, and at the same
time noting how many USNO matches to SDSS selected A-stars are included in the region
to the left of the line. As we move red-ward, both the number of real (SDSS selected) A-
stars and the number of USNO-A2.0 A-star candidates will increase. We nd that the ratio
of USNO-A2.0 A-star candidates to SDSS A-stars remains constant for a < 2.4, but that
the turn-o contamination increases rapidly further red-ward of this point. For a < 2.4 we
nd the ratio of USNO candidates to SDSS A-stars to be 12. Such selection retrieves 54%
of SDSS selected A-stars. To summarize, if this selection is applied to 15,000 deg2 of the
northern and southern caps not covered by SDSS, one will end up with 340,000 candidates
that will contain 28,500 actual A-stars. Note again that many of these ‘contaminants’ will
be QSOs and WDs which one would want anyway.
In the case that the GALEX UV sky survey becomes available, we would be able to
eliminate turn-o contaminants in USNO-A2.0 selected A-star candidates. Alternatively,
one can use GALEX to select A-star candidates and then match them in USNO-A2.0 (or
better yet GSC-2).
We now come to the question of distinguishing A-stars as either BHB stars or BS,
using proper motions from FAME. For simplicity, we will assume that all A-stars are located
exactly in the direction of the Galactic pole, so that only two of the three components of
the motion are expressed. In one direction, let us call it y, we will then see the rotational
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motion around the center of the Galaxy. The velocity corresponding to this motion is
approximately 200 km s−1, and the velocity dispersion in this direction according to Gould &
Popowski (1998) is 109 km s−1. In the perpendicular direction (x), parallel to Sun{Galactic
center vector, we will assume no bulk motion, and the Gould & Popowski (1998) velocity
dispersion of 160 km s−1.
At each apparent magnitude both BHB stars and BS are sampled, but their ratio, even
if constant in a given volume, is not independent of apparent magnitude. If we assume, as
for example implied by Yanny et al. (2000), that in a given volume eld BS outnumber eld
BHB stars 2:1, and that both populations fall o with galactocentric distance as r−3.5, then
from our vantage point 8 kpc from the center, at any given magnitude we will sample BS at
a dierent galactocentric distance than BHB stars, and the magnitude bin will correspond to
dierent volumes for the two types of stars because of dierent heliocentric distances. Thus
at R = 15 we nd NBS/NBHB = 0.17, but at R = 19 the ratio is 2.3. Other values can be
deduced from Table 1.
Next we use Monte Carlo techniques to simulate observations of all A-stars that one
hopes to select using SDSS and USNO-A2.0, as previously described. We do this for R =
15, 16, 17, 18, and 19. For each magnitude bin (R0.5) we rst estimate the number of BHB
stars and BS that FAME will detect in that bin (given in Table 1), then to BHB stars we
assign an absolute magnitude drawn randomly from MR = 0.8 0.15, while to BS we assign
absolute magnitudes distributed as MR = 3.2 0.5, where the dispersion is meant to reflect
the range of absolute magnitudes at a given color. This will determine the distance to that
star. Then each star is assigned two components of physical velocity drawn from the halo
velocity distribution described earlier in this section. Using the distance, we convert this
velocity into a true proper motion. The observed proper motion is then obtained by adding
in a measurement error based on the FAME accuracy σµ from equation (7).
Since at any given magnitude BS lie three times closer than BHB stars, in each apparent
magnitude bin there will be two peaks in proper motion, corresponding to BS and BHB stars.
Because of proximity and because of a greater spread of absolute magnitudes, the distribution
of proper motions corresponding to BS will be wider at a given magnitude than that of BHB
stars. It is the position of the peak of BHB stars proper motion distribution in y-direction
that will yield the halo rotational velocity. To nd out how well this peak can be determined
in the face of BS contamination, we calculate errors in tting 2-dimensional Gaussians to
each of the two peaks. Each Gaussian is dened by six parameters { two for the x and y
center of the peak, three for two diagonal (σxx, σyy), and one o-diagonal (σxy) term in the
covariance matrix describing peak widths, and one corresponding to the number of stars
(amplitude). We calculate the errors of these parameters from our simulated measurements.
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The results are summarized in Table 1. The second column lists the distance of BHB
stars of magnitude R, which is given in the rst column. The third and fourth columns
list the number of BHB stars and BS that we expect FAME to measure in the two caps
(jbj > 30). The next two columns list the errors that we derive for the position of the BHB
proper motion peak, and columns 7 and 8 list estimates of the uncertainty of the BHB stars
velocity dispersion along y and x directions. The nal column, derived from columns 2 and
5, shows the expected error in the stellar halo rotation velocity. In Figure 2 we present σrot
as a function of R or d. One can see that within 20 kpc FAME achieves a precision of halo
rotation measurement of . 2 km s−1 if the data are binned in 1-mag steps. Better spatial
sampling (resolution) can be achieved by choosing smaller bins, but with correspondingly
larger errors. At distances to  30 kpc quite good estimates of stellar halo rotation can still
be made. Only farther out do the measurement errors and the preponderance of BS of same
magnitude as the BHB stars preclude obtaining a useful result. Note that here we assume
that the BHB stars’ luminosity will be very well determined locally by FAME’s trigonometric
parallaxes, and that this luminosity does not depend on distance from the plane. To get
motions relative to the Galactic frame, the Sun’s circular velocity, that will be determined
as described in x4.1, will have to be subtracted.
A more sophisticated analysis would show that the halo rotation can be mapped in two
dimensions, instead of one as outlined here. Such probing of the halo potential would place
more constraints on the dark halo models. Additional information on the still debated shape
of the dark matter halo (flatness [Olling & Merrield 1998, 2001] and triaxiality) will be
gleaned from the three-dimensional distribution of stars determined to be BHB stars from
FAME proper motions. An eect that might introduce systematic error in distances and thus
the velocities is if BHB star change in luminosity (due to age and metallicity eects) as we
move above the plane. This problem might be eliminated by imposing an axial symmetry{we
would require vrot to be constant at a given galactocentric radius, regardless of the direction.
Such treatment requires an analysis which is beyond the scope of this paper.
In the above analysis we have used BHB stars to probe halo kinematics and considered
BS as a contaminating factor. We note that with halo motion determined by BHB stars,
the measured proper motions of BS can be used to derive their luminosity calibration and
distribution of metallicities.
4.3. Substructure in the Galactic Halo
Recently discovered clumps of RR Lyrae stars (Ivezic et al. 2000), and A-colored stars
(Yanny et al. 2000) in the halo indicate that the Galaxy formation mechanism might be
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more complex than previously envisaged, and that accretion or merging of small galaxies
might have played a crucial role. Some models even suggest that all halo stars come from
disrupted satellite galaxies. The structures found by Yanny et al. (2000) lie at Galactocentric
distances of 30 to 50 kpc, and extend over many kiloparsecs. The structures are seen as
overdensities of BHB stars and BS, i.e., only positional information is used. The third
coordinate, the distance, is compromised because of diculties with BHB/BS distinction,
leading to smearing of the features. Besides being clumped in space, the stars originating
from the same disrupted satellite should cluster in velocity space as well. In fact, the velocity
information is conserved much better than the spatial information, and it is possible to
associate stars that are widely separated on the sky and that have mixed spatially with
other streams. Helmi & White (1999) have shown that 10 Gyr after a merging event the
spatial distribution of stars in the halo will be very smooth, while hundreds of halo streams,
strongly (σv < 5 km s
−1) clustered in velocity space will still be present.
FAME observations will yield two components of velocity that can be used to detect
substructures in halo. The old halo streams predicted by Helmi & White (1999) will require
local samples of subdwarfs. The best sensitivity for detecting such streams comes from
analyzing the proper motions of G-subdwarfs (halo turn-o stars) which are bright and
numerous. Helmi & White (1999) suggest that the velocity accuracy needed to resolve
individual streams is < 5 km s−1, but that they will be detectable at several times that
accuracy. We believe that such studies will be possible with stars selected as part of the
FAME main survey (R < 15). Including fainter stars might not be useful as the velocity
accuracy would be limited by inaccurate distances. This is indicated by Helmi & Tim
de Zeeuw (2000) who nd that FAME will be able to distinguish 15% of the nearby halo
streams. Their sample of halo giants is limited by parallax errors to V < 12.5, and the
velocity measurements are augmented with an assumed ground-based radial velocity survey.
Bigger structures (tidal streams and remnants of recently disrupted satellites) might
be detectable in the R > 15 BHB star sample discussed previously. The specic structures
found by Yanny et al. (2000) may be too distant to be detected by FAME, yet their survey
covers only 1% of sky, so more nearby clumps are likely to be present in the rest of the sky.
To nd them one should aim at  20 km s−1 accuracy per star. With the good photometric
parallaxes achievable for BHB stars, substructure mapping might be possible to distances of
10 kpc (corresponding to RBHB  16).
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4.4. Proper Motion of LMC, SMC, Dwarf Spheroidals and Globular Clusters
Proper motions of the Magellanic Clouds, dwarf spheroidal galaxies and globular clusters
add to our knowledge of the kinematics of these objects and the extent and properties of
Milky Way’s dark matter halo (e.g Wilkinson & Evans (1999); Kochanek (1996)). FAME
will in some cases observe proper motions of bright (R < 15) stars in these systems, thus
allowing the proper motion of the entire system to be determined. For the LMC and SMC,
at least, the accuracy will only be limited by the accuracy of the reference frame. Hence,
a precise determination of reference frame rotation using quasars, as described in x2, will
again be of importance. Let us illustrate this with the case of the LMC. Gould (2000) has
shown that a kinematic distance to the LMC can be obtained independent of any distance
calibrators such as RR Lyraes or Cepheids. The method requires a measurement of the
proper motion of the LMC. Using FAME observations of  8600 13 < V < 15 LMC stars,
Gould (2000) estimates that the proper motion of the LMC can be determined to 2 µas yr−1,
or 0.2% accuracy. However, this unprecedented accuracy is limited by frame accuracy, and
would be compromised if only R < 15 quasars were used to dene the frame.
5. Faint Nearby Stars
5.1. Late-M and L Dwarfs
In recent years there has been a major breakthrough in the discovery and study of
late-type stars and substellar objects (brown dwarfs). Wide-area sky surveys, that either
go much fainter than the previous ones (SDSS), or image the sky in near-infrared where
these cool stars output most of their energy (2MASS, DENIS), allow for the rst time a
great number of these objects to be discovered. These discoveries led to the introduction
of two new spectral classes: L dwarfs that are cooler than the latest M dwarfs and some of
which might have substellar mass, and T dwarfs that exhibit methane, and are substellar.
Currently, over 100 L dwarfs have been found, and some two dozen T dwarfs (Burgasser et
al. 2001; Leggett et al. 2001; Kirkpatrick et al. 2000).
Accurate distances are a key factor in understanding the structure and evolution of these
objects. Besides establishing luminosity calibration, distances would allow better constraints
on other key parameters like the radius and the temperature. Distances are currently avail-
able for about 20 L dwarfs, and a few T dwarfs. In some cases a precise distance is known
only because the object is a companion to a star with a determined trigonometric parallax.
Distances will also help constrain the luminosity function of these objects.
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Even for the more easily discovered late M dwarfs, the faint end of the main sequence
(V −I > 3) is dened with the trigonometric parallaxes of only some 30 stars, mostly coming
from the USNO CCD parallax program (Monet et al. 1992). This is too few to accurately
describe the dierences in absolute magnitudes of dierent populations of stars.
One of the already recognized mission goals of FAME is to rene the absolute magnitude
calibration in the entire HR diagram, including the faint main sequence stars. However,
selecting only R < 15 stars will leave unmeasured many stars for which good (< 10%
accuracy) parallaxes are within the reach of FAME, with the ratio of unobserved to observed
stars getting worse as one goes further down the main sequence.
In Figure 3 we compare the number of stars for which FAME will be able to measure
parallaxes with < 10% errors if no magnitude limit is imposed, compared to the number
of such stars brighter than R = 15. Our rst bin is dM5.5 stars (equivalent to MV = 14).
There are intrinsically brighter stars (late K and early M dwarfs) for which including R > 15
stars would also produce many additional good parallaxes. However, the number of such
stars with R < 15 is already high enough to allow calibration at the level of their intrinsic
scatter. In calculating the number of stars in Figure 3 we use current estimates from the
literature for the colors, magnitudes, and space densities for late-M, L and T dwarfs, coupled
with FAME astrometric precision. The numbers for L dwarfs are less certain (by a factor of
two) because of their poorly known number densities. Since the stars fainter than R = 15
must be deliberately selected to be included as nearby star candidates, and this selection
might be dicult close to the Galactic plane, our estimate is based on the assumption that
M dwarfs will be selected only if their Galactic latitude satises jbj > 20. On the other
hand, we assumed that L dwarf candidates will be followed up and conrmed in all regions
of the sky.
For dM5.5 stars, discarding the R = 15 magnitude limit augments the number of paral-
laxes from 600 to 4000 by extending the volume probed from 30 to 64 pc. For the very latest
M-dwarfs (M7 to M9.5) one will obtain 500 measurements, compared to only 16 for R < 15.
Finally some 5 L dwarfs are present in the R > 15, σpi/pi < 0.1 sample, whereas the R < 15
limit excludes all L dwarfs. It is obvious that, except for L dwarfs, which are very faint and
whose parallaxes are possibly better determined with other means (ground-based campaigns,
space telescopes), accepting this magnitude-limit-free selection leads to great improvements
in calibrating low-mass stars. We also nd that T dwarfs are outside of reach of FAME,
although a few lower precision measurements could possibly be made.
While most of the nearby L and T dwarfs will be found and conrmed by dedicated
searches, late M dwarfs need to be selected from some catalog. Fortunately, 2MASS will
contain all the late M dwarfs that FAME can observe. We estimate the number of MV > 14
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candidates by running a search through the 2nd Incremental Release of 2MASS PSC. We use
the following search criteria: H−K > 0.3, J−H > 0.3 and RUSNO−Ks > 3.5 (or no USNO
detection) to select late M dwarfs based on color; J−Ks 6 4/3(H−Ks)+0.25 to eliminate M
giants (Gizis et al. 2000); J 6 14.5 to ensure selection of nearby objects, and RUSNO > 15 to
exclude stars already in FAME main survey list. The search is further restricted to jbj > 20
to exclude contaminants in the Galactic plane. We on average nd the density of candidates
to be 2.3 deg−2, implying 64,000 total candidates, which is a modest addition to the FAME
input catalog. In 1/5 of this area SDSS photometry will also be available which will permit
renement of the selection The selection can be further augmented with GSC-2 that will
contain photometry similar to I band. Any contaminants in this sample will at the end be
obvious from the FAME parallax measurements themselves.
5.2. White Dwarfs
White dwarfs are one of the most numerous stellar populations in our neighborhood.
Therefore they represent obvious targets for getting precise distances. A large sample of
parallaxes would allow one to study the white dwarf mass function. The mass of a white
dwarf is related to the mass of the progenitor and can thus serve as an indicator of the
IMF at dierent epochs. Current measurements of the mass function are still somewhat
controversial both in terms of the peak mass (estimates range from 0.48M to 0.72M) and
also concerning the width of the mass function (for recent results see Silvestri et el. 2001).
At a given temperature (or color), WDs exhibit a range of absolute magnitudes reflecting
a range of radii, since the absolute magnitude is then primarily a function of white dwarf’s
radius. Then the mass-radius relation, which is very well determined theoretically, allows
one to nd the masses. Other methods of getting masses either rely on a few binary systems
or are of low precision (gravitational redshift). Obtaining luminosities of the coolest white
dwarfs is also useful for testing the predicted cooling scenarios.
Currently  200 precise (accuracy better than 10%) trigonometric parallaxes of white
dwarfs are known (McCook & Sion 1999). Using the white dwarf luminosity function from
Liebert, Dahn, & Monet (1988) and our estimates of FAME parallax precision, we estimate
that the FAME survey of R < 15 stars will produce < 10% parallaxes of 400 white dwarfs.
However, as in the case of late-M and L dwarfs, one can increase this number by including
in the input catalog objects fainter than R = 15. Then the total number of white dwarfs
with precise parallaxes measured by FAME rises to 2400, i.e., a six-fold increase in the total
number. It is notable that this increase is accentuated for fainter white dwarfs, as can be
seen in Figure 4. For example, for MV > 13 (T . 8500 K) the increase with respect to
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R < 15 sample is thirteen-fold. Such numbers would allow mass functions to be constructed
as a function of age, and for dierent atmospheric compositions.
The magnitude limit for 10% parallaxes will range from R = 15.5 for the bluest white
dwarfs (MV = 9.5), to R = 17.6 for the reddest (MV = 16.5). These faint WDs must rst
be selected and then added to the input catalog. Currently known white dwarfs account for
. 40% of the expected R > 15 sample, based on white dwarfs with photometric information
from McCook & Sion (1999). The most ecient way of selecting white dwarfs is by using an
all-sky proper motion catalog. Then, the white dwarfs are selected from a reduced proper-
motion diagram. In it, the reduced proper motion, Hm = m + 5 log µ + 5, is plotted against
color. For a stellar population with approximately the same sky-projected velocity, the
proper motion becomes a proxy for the distance, and the reduced proper motion a proxy
for the absolute magnitude. Because the white dwarfs are separated by  10 mag from the
main sequence, they will stand out in a reduced proper-motion diagram by the same amount,
since the two populations have on average the same transverse velocities. For redder white
dwarfs, there will be some contamination from subdwarfs, since due to their greater velocity
these stars will move down into the white dwarf region. However, even if some subdwarfs
‘contaminate’ the white dwarf observing list, these stars will be of considerable interest in
their own right. The only currently available all-sky proper motion catalog that contains
faint stars, NLTT Luyten (1979, 1980), has a proper motion cuto that is too high to include
most of the white dwarfs with typical disk velocities that lie within the volume accessible to
FAME. Thus it will be necessary to draw white dwarf candidates from the yet to be released
GSC-2 or USNO-B that will include all detectable proper motions with typical accuracy
of 5 mas yr−1. This will be precise enough to select even the farthest WDs that produce
10% parallax measurement, since they typically move at 40 mas yr−1. In the part of the sky
observed by SDSS, hot (B−V < 0.3) white dwarf candidates can be selected solely based on
their very blue color in all SDSS bands (as distinct from other blue objects like the quasars
and A-type stars, see Fan 1999), while the SDSS photometry of red candidates from GSC-
2/USNO-B will be good enough to distinguish subdwarfs from WDs. GSC-2/USNO-B white
dwarf candidates can additionally be cross-correlated with GALEX UV sources, assuming
that the GALEX survey is complete by the time required to dene the input catalog. Some
nearby white dwarfs might also end up in the input catalog as ‘contaminants’ from other
projects suggested here (when selecting quasars and blue horizontal branch stars). Generally,
we do not expect the white dwarf candidates to represent a signicant increase in the input
catalog size. It will be useful for spectroscopic follow-up to commence as soon as candidate
nearby white dwarfs are identied. Besides oering spectroscopic conrmation, spectroscopy
is necessary to establish white dwarf atmosphere composition that in turn allows parallax
data to be interpreted correctly.
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5.3. Planetary and Brown Dwarf Companions of M Dwarfs
Here we examine how adding faint (R > 15) M dwarfs to the FAME input catalog
can aect its sensitivity to brown dwarfs and planets. For completeness, we show FAME’s
sensitivity to companions of earlier type dwarfs as well. To perform this calculation we adopt
the vertical disk prole of Zheng et al. (2001) (Table 3, all data, CMR-2, sech2 model), and
adopt their (CMR-2) M dwarf luminosity function (LF) as well. For earlier type stars we use
the LF of Bessell & Stringfellow (1993). Note that the Zheng et al. (2001) LF is uncorrected
for binaries which is appropriate because most M dwarfs that are companions of brighter
primaries will not be individually resolved by FAME.
Figure 5 shows the number of stars whose companions of a given mass would be de-
tectable by FAME. It specically assumes a 20% mass measurement threshold, and an orbital
period of P = 5 yr. The eect of requiring 10 σ detections can be approximately gauged by
displacing all the curves by 0.3 dex to the right. For shorter periods, one should displace the
curves to the right by (2/3) log(5 yr/P ). For example, for P = 2.5 yr, the curves should be
displaced by 0.2 dex. Figure 5 illustrates that the major eect of including faint M dwarfs
is to enhance sensitivity to brown dwarf companions of late M dwarfs. For companions just
below the hydrogen burning limit, there is an order of magnitude improvement. Note that
FAME will be sensitive to Jupiter mass companions of 1300 M stars and to 10-Jupiter mass
companions of 45,000 M stars, and of an even larger number of G and K stars. However,
these remarkable sensitivities will not be signicantly improved by inclusion of faint stars.
5.4. Miscellaneous Stars
Our targeted search to include late M dwarfs and white dwarfs should ensure that most
such nearby objects are included, however there is a possibility that some will be missed.
Therefore, and also for the sake of ensuring a volume-complete sample of the nearest stars
(within 25 pc), one should make sure that all objects from the Catalogue of Nearby Stars
(Gliese & Jahreiss 1991, CNS3) are in the input catalog. Furthermore, it will be useful
to include the complete NLTT. Besides still representing a reservoir of new nearby stars
(Scholz, Meusinger, & Jahreiss 2001), NLTT contains many stars with intrinsically high space
velocities { subdwarfs, and possibly some halo white dwarfs. The luminosity calibration and
true space velocity of these objects is of great interest in many Galaxy evolution studies. We
will further discuss including proper motion objects in x6. Finally, a few other interesting
objects found in other surveys (again, like high-velocity white dwarfs) should be included. All
of these targets will comprise a negligible fraction of the FAME input catalog. In fact, there
are relatively few specially selected and catalogued stars (of any magnitude), and all of them
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will most likely end up in the FAME input catalog (D. Monet 2001, private communication).
6. Discussion and Conclusions
Depending on which sky surveys will be available several years from now, we estimate
that the number of quasar candidates that would be required to dene the frame will be
around 50,000. To select BHB stars from SDSS and USNO-A2.0, one might end up with up
to 350,000 targets, but note that many of these might be quasars or white dwarfs, so the
total number might be smaller. If GALEX data become available, the number of BHB star
candidates would be several times smaller. Nearby late-type stars and white dwarfs would
add another 80,000 objects even if we assume only 25% eciency of detecting white dwarfs
from reduced proper motions. There are some 25,000 R > 15 stars that one would like to
add from NLTT, but the actual number is smaller as many will already be included in the
nearby stars sample. This would roughly add up to 500,000 objects. Note that in many cases
what we considered contaminants in one project are targets in another (for example various
blue objects). Other ‘contaminants’ might include objects that are interesting in their own
right, like subdwarfs, carbon stars, etc. In the case of nearby stars, contaminants are often
just similar stars somewhat farther away than our desired distance limit, or earlier than the
desired spectral class cut.
The scientic benet from projects suggested in this paper make a viable case for mod-
ifying the FAME input catalog compilation strategy to include faint (R > 15) targets. On
the other hand, this addition should not be so extensive as to pose diculties for any of the
core science objectives. Even if one accepts 106 faint objects to be included in the input
catalog which contains 4 107 entries, it would imply that only 2.5% of the original targets
should be eliminated. If one chooses to eliminate the faintest stars of the main (R < 15)
survey, the inclusion of 1 million faint targets would change the limiting magnitude of the
main survey by a negligible 0.03 mag. In fact, it is possible that the FAME input catalog
will contain signicantly more4 than 40 million stars, so that the additions we propose here
represent an even smaller percentage.
4 A significant amount of energy has been devoted by the FAME team so as to minimize the loss of target
star observations during periods that FAME’s apertures scan along the Galactic plane. This is achieved by
an increase of the average down-link rate to more closely match the peak sustained star-transit rates. As
a result, there may be room for a significant (tens of percent) expansion of the input catalog. However,
such expansion is subject to practical constraints imposed by cost, mass, power consumption, increased
complexity etc. and is hence uncertain.
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We see that there is some overlap in our selection strategies. For example, late-type
nearby stars will have red infrared colors, but they will also have detectable proper motions,
as will close white dwarfs. All-sky proper motion catalogs like USNO-B or GSC-2 will soon
be available, and will contain two billion proper motions with precisions as good as 5 mas yr−1
accuracy. This brings to our attention a possibility of modifying FAME input catalog com-
pilation strategy to include proper motion stars (e.g. those with µ > 20 mas yr−1) regardless
of their magnitude. It should be noted that in any event the main survey magnitude limit
will not be R = 15 uniformly in the sky, but will be slightly more shallow closer to the plane.
Generally, the strategy should take into account the star’s magnitude, its location in the sky
and the proper motion.
All objects to be included into the input catalog require precise positions. For the faint
objects that are considered here this needs to be around 100 (images of faint objects will be
much smaller than the 13 pixel wide postage stamp read-out portion of the CCD.) Except
for GALEX and NLTT, the observing lists will be drawn from catalogs that satisfy this
accuracy requirement. GALEX objects can be matched to USNO-A2.0 which lists positions
with 0.0025 precision at 1950s epoch in the northern part and 1980s in the southern parts.
Except for the nearby stars that have appreciable proper motion, USNO-A2.0 positions will
be good enough to be used in the input catalog. Alternatively, and also for nearby stars
whose proper motion is either not known or is not known accurately (positions from NLTT
proper motions deteriorate at the rate of 2 to 300/century), positions can be drawn from the
second generation sky survey catalogs (USNO-B, GSC-2), or from 2MASS and in some cases
SDSS. USNO-B, 2MASS and SDSS all have comparable positional errors, and are reduced
to the same system, ICRS.
In this paper we have suggested a number of projects that can be carried out with a
new-generation astrometric satellite like FAME. We also hope that FAME’s faint capability
will lead to recognition by the astronomical community of other possible projects, or to the
modication of those suggested here. Improved methods of selecting targets and their timely
inclusion in the input catalog will also be welcome.
This publication makes use of catalogs from the Astronomical Data Center at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, VizieR Catalogue Service in Strasbourg, and data products
from the Two Micron All Sky Survey, which is a joint project of the University of Mas-
sachusetts and the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center/California Institute of Technol-
ogy, funded by the NASA and the NSF. It also uses services of SDSS Archive, for which
funding for the creation and distribution has been provided by the Alfred P. Sloan Foun-
dation, the Participating Institutions, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, the Japanese Monbuka-
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gakusho, and the Max Planck Society. The SDSS Web site is http://www.sdss.org/. SDSS
is a joint project of The University of Chicago, Fermilab, the Institute for Advanced Study,
the Japan Participation Group, The Johns Hopkins University, the Max-Planck-Institute for
Astronomy (MPIA), the Max-Planck-Institute for Astrophysics (MPA), New Mexico State
University, Princeton University, the United States Naval Observatory, and the University of
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Fig. 1.| Left-hand axis: FAME will be able to fix its reference frame by observing quasars. The three lines
show how the accuracy of the frame improves when adding more quasars to some limiting magnitude R. The
uppermost line corresponds to the accuracy achieved by observing the currently known quasars (Veron-Cetty
& Veron 2000, VV00). The middle line shows the accuracy when one adds quasars to be identified by SDSS,
2QZ and FBQS surveys by the end of 2003, in time to be included in the input catalog. The best accuracy,
lower line, is achieved if faint quasars are found all over the sky by a mission like GALEX. In the possible
absence of GALEX more quasars can be found using 2MASS, the corresponding accuracy shown with circled
crosses. Next to the lines and points we note the number of quasar candidates that must be put into the
input catalog. Right-hand axis: Observing quasars also allows parallax systematics to be checked. This
accuracy is shown normalized to 1 srad of the sky.
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Fig. 2.| Kinematics of the halo, and especially its rotation, can be measured by FAME
by selecting eld blue horizontal branch stars which have good photometric distances, and
measuring their mean proper motion. We show the precision of this estimate as a function of
BHB stars’ R magnitude, or equivalently, the heliocentric distance. The sample is binned in
1-mag bins. Deterioration beyond R  18 occurs mainly because the color-selected sample

































Fig. 3.| The histogram shows the number of late-type dwarfs of dierent spectral classes
for which FAME will measure parallaxes with fractional error < 10%. If objects are selected
beyond the main survey magnitude limit of R = 15 (blank vs. grey bars), there is a signicant
increase in the number of good parallaxes.
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Fig. 4.| Including in the FAME input catalog WDs fainter than R > 15 greatly increases
the number of good (< 10% fractional accuracy) parallaxes it will obtain. The number
(per magnitude) of good parallaxes in the two cases is given as a function of WD absolute
magnitude.
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Fig. 5.| FAME sensitivity to planetary and brown dwarf companions. The solid curves show
the number of stars for which FAME could detect companions in P = 5 yr orbits as a function
of companion mass. The curves separately show G dwarfs (3.5 < MV < 5.5) K dwarfs
(5.5 < MV < 7.5) early M dwarfs (7.5 < MV < 12.5), and late M dwarfs (12.5 < MV < 18.5).
These curves assume that M dwarfs with R < 18 will be included in the input catalog. The
eect of excluding stars with R > 15 is shown by the dashed curves. For shorter periods, P ,
the curves should be displaced to the right by (2/3) log(5 yr/P ).
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Table 1. Rotation of the halo from BHB stars.
R d NBHB NBS σ(µy) σ(µx) σyy σxx σrot
mag kpc 103 103 µas yr−1 µas yr−1 µas yr−1 µas yr−1 km s−1
15 6.9 6.3 1.1 46 66 250 502 1.52
16 11.0 8.4 2.8 27 37 98 188 1.41
17 17.4 9.0 6.7 24 28 68 107 1.94
18 27.5 7.9 11.6 79 67 239 321 10.29
19 43.7 9.3 21.6 2632 1784 6601    545
